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Frrrni Mr* Williams

Attached are summaries of the Senate version of the Case Bill
as it passed both Houses and Truman1s Bill as passed by the House*

The Case Bill

The Case Bill is intended to be basic permanent legislation* It
amends such fundamental laws as the Clayton Act, the Wagner Act, the Norris-
LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act and others* If the President signs the Bill-
as he probably will not—the whole field of labor relations will become
unsettled* The Bill takes away from labor long-established and hard-won
rights* In addition, the Bill is loosely written and the legal effects of
its provisions are not entirely clear* Almost certainly, long drawn-out
legal conflicts will develop over practically every provision* For years,
the Supreme Court and other courts will be faced with the problem of re-
defining the boundary lines between the rights of workers and employers*
Whether or not the long-term purpose of the Bill is good, the short-run
result will be to create more conflicts and disruptions of production than
are likely without the Bill* Issues that are now clear-cut will become
unsettled* Problems that ordinarily might be settled by negotiation will
be thrown into the Courts where they will be magnified while the disputants
become more stubborn and more suspicious of each other1s motives*

Like the War Disputes Act passed in the middle of 1943, the Case
Bill attempts to solve the problem of industrial disputes without getting
at the underlying causes, most of which are economic* Labor relations are
essentially human relations, not unlike domestic relations* As Professor
Leiserson points out, disputes arise because people who live and work
together have differences and get into quarrels about them* They cannot
be made to work happily together by legal compulsions and penalties* In
labor relations, as in other human relations, absolute standards of right
and wrong are much less important in motivating behavior than what people
believe to be right and wrong* If workers feel they are being treated
unfairly they will be resentful and bitter whether or not the treatment is
just from the viewpoint of someone else*

Actually, we have no absolute standards for determining exact
justice between employers and workers or for determining how the national
income should be distributed* How income should be distributed among the
various claimants is the primary problem of economic society. Views about
the problem are heavily colored with emotion, surrounded by conceptions of
rights, and reinforced by a faith which is only a little less powerful than
various religious faiths*
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This bill modifies substantially the right to strike* Such a
legal modification, unless accepted by the workers, may not reduce the
number of men on strike* It may merely make those who go on strike the
more bitter and more desperate• Workers strike only as a last resort*
A decision to strike is not made jLu^mkim The (rovernment should do whatever
it can to eliminate the conditions 4;hat create strikes but it should be
noted that the threat of a strike is a strong persuasive force towards the
solution of issues by the collective bargaining process* Without this
threat the worker may be helpless* The employer has little incentive in
the absence of a threat to strike to compromise, As William Davis pointed
out, in the last analysis it is the pressure of this right to strike or to
lockout that keeps the parties at the conference table* The overhanging
possibility of a strike or lockout becomes the thing that fixes the boundaries
of stubborness in the bargaining conference*

Trumanys Bill

Unlike the Case Bill, the President's Bill is a temporary measure*
It is to be effective only during the period of the transition and to expire
six months after the termination of hostilities* Inj&ome respects, the
President's Bill is more drastic than the Case BillJJexcept for its curtail-
ment of the right to strike it does not unsettle labor relations to the same
extent* In a sense, it does little more than strengthen the power that the
President already has under the War Disputes Act* The major difference is
that the penalties for non-compliance under the Presidents Bill are far
greater and his discretion in using them is almost unlimited*

The Senate has already eliminated the proposal to draft strikers•
Some of the other provisions may also be modified by the Senate and it is
not impossible that the Bill will be recommitted and be pidgeon-holed*

The introduction of the Bill already has tended to unify the
diverse elements within the labor movement § The political repercussions
of this may be great* The conservative unions, such as the AF of L, have
looked with disfavor on political action in the past* This bill already
has done a good deal to interest them in political action* Some of the CIO
leaders even have begun to look upon John L* Lewis as a friend*

The Bill grants more powers to the President than he is likely to
use, or if used could be made effective. It is not at all clear what would
happen if an attempt were made to draft into the Army, or to take away
seniority rights, or to put in jail any significant number of strikers* To
millions of workers, the issue, whatever it was before, would then become
one of principle. I wonder if any administration would be willing to apply
the sanctions provided in this Bill to the miners, the railroad workers, to
the steel workers, to the maritime workers, or to any other large well-
organized union group*

The President probably has had the authority, under the War Disputes
Act, to put Mr* Lewis in jail at any time since the Government took over the
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coal mines • To have done so would have made Lewis a martyr• The new Bill
presents the same problem.

Recommendations

In my opinion, for what it is worth, the President should veto the
Case Bill and the Senate should recommit Truman's Bill* It seems to me that
the long-run objectives in the field of labor relations should be toward
encouraging responsible, sensible leadership in the unions and in management.
Repressive legislation is more likely to make a hero of a ^tough* leader than
to encourage reasonable leadership. Moreover, it is likely to create in the
minds of the workers a more sharply defined feeling of conflict between them
and employers than they now have. In other words, such legislation is more
likely to bring to the top the Lewises1 and the Bridges1 than it is to help
the moderates, such as the Murrays1 and Greens'.

In dealing with critical strikes, such as the coal strike, the only
safe effective force is public opinion. This must be mobilized and focused
sharply and expertly. Also required is a careful, well-planned, well-organized
political campaign to win the workers to the acceptance of reasonable compro-
mises—if necessary, against the advice of their leaders. This sort of a
program cannot be initiated after crisis has developed, nor can it be handled
by amateurs. In addition, ample facilities for mediation and voluntary
arbitration should be provided and experts obtained to run them. If public
opinion is focused properly, force will rarely have to be used. Moreover,
not until public opinion has been focused properly can force be used safely.
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THE CASE STRIKE CONTROL BILL

Period Covered?
Permanent legislation*

Coveragei
——————— Disputes affecting commerce*

Provisions t
(1) Establishes in the Labor Department a *Federal Mediation

Board11 composed of 5 members representing the public. The President is
also authorized to establish separate emergency fact-finding commissions
in public utility disputes.

(2) Provides for a waiting period of up to 60 days from the date
of the first request for a collective bargaining conference. In public
utility disputes where an emergency Board is appointed an additional 35
days may be required#

Enforcement* The employer is subject to the penalties provided
for violating the Wagner Act; the employee loses his rights under the
Wagner Act, including the right to reinstatement, any seniority rights he
may have, etc. However, the loss of such rights is terminated if and when
the employee is rehired.

(3) Both sides must bargain collectively and if a conference
relating to the contract is requested by one party such a conference is to
be held within 10 days. If the dispute is not settled by conference,
both parties are to cooperate fully and promptly with the Federal Mediation
Board.

Collective bargaining contracts are made enforceable
against the union, individual union members, and employers.

Enforcement: The union may be sued in the Federal courts
for any acts of its authorized agents acting within the scope of their
authority. Liability is limited to the union1s assets. Individual em-
ployees who participate in a wild-cat strike or otherwise interfere with
performance of the contract without the authorization of the union lose
their rights under the Wagner Act. However, this loss of rights is
terminated if and when the workers are rehired.

(5) Supervisors are denied status as employees under the Wagner
Act. The effect of this is to remove from employers any legal liability
to bargain collectively with supervisors. Supervisors may join unions,
however.

(6) Outlaws all secondary boycotts in restraint of commerce,
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including combinations to fix prices, allocate customers, restrict pro-
due tion, etc.

Enforcement; Prosecution under the Anti-Trust Acts.

(7) Obstructing the flow of commerce by robbery or extortion is
made illegal.

Enforcement! Anyone convicted is subject to a fine of not
more than f10,000, or imprisonment up to 20 years, or both.

(8) Makes welfare funds and similar payments by the employer to
the union illegal unless the employer participates equally with employees
in the administration of such funds«

Enforcement! Anyone violating this provision may be subject
to a fine of not more than f 10,000, or imprisonment for not more than six
months, or both. In addition, injunctions may be issued to restrain
violations of this section#
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TRUMAN'S STRIKE CONTROL BILL

Period Covered:
The act is to expire six months after cessation of hostilities

as proclaimed by the President of earlier by concurrent resolution of
both Houses of Congress.

Coverage:
Disputes that interfere with the operations of industries essential

to the maintenance of the national economic structure and the effective
transition from war to peace.

Provisions:
(1) Whenever the Government has taken possession of a property

vitally necessary to the maintenance of the national economy, under authority
of the Selective Training and Service Act or other law, and a strike,
lockout, slowdown, or other interruption occurs or continues after such
seizure, the President may proclaim the existence of a national emergency.

(2) The President's proclamation shall: (a) call upon all workers
and company officials to return to their jobs; (b) call upon company
officials and union leaders to take appropriate "affirmative* action to
recall the workers and to use their best efforts to restore full operation;
and (c) establish fair and just wages and other conditions of employment
to be in effect during the period of Government possession. Such terms
are subject to modification on the basis of findings of a fact-finding panel,
or other agency, if approved by the President.

(3) Just compensation is to be provided the owners of the
property for the period the property is in the hands of the Government but
any net profits above expenses and just compensation are to be covered in
the United States Treasury. In determining just compensation, due consideration
is to be given to the fact that the operations of the properties had been
interrupted by a work stoppage. The general policy is to see that neither
employers nor employees profit by Government operation.

Enforcement:
(T) After issuance of the Presidents proclamation, company

officials and union leaders who fail to take appropriate affirmative action
are subject to a fine of not more than #5#000 or imprisonment for not
more than 1 year or both.

(2) Any individual worker who fails to return to work after the
President's proclamation is to be treated as though he had voluntarily
terminated his employment. Thus he loses his rights under the Wagner
Act to reinstatement or to hold any seniority rights he may have acquired
in the plant. Even if the worker is rehired, he is not to regain his
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seniority rights bat is to be treated as a new employee*

(3) In addition, any worker who fails to return to work while
the property is in possession of Government unless he is excused by the
President can be inducted into the Arny (with or without an oath) on such
terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the President* This provision
applies to company officials and union leaders, presumably, even though they
are not employed in the seized plant, as well as to individual vorkers.

(ij.) In addition to these measures for enforcement, injunctive
relief isay be obtained upon petition of the Attorney General*
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